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Abstract
In-network data storage techniques can provide ro-

bustness against failure of dedicated sink nodes in sen-
sor networks. For storing data in the network it is crit-
ical to ensure that the data can be accessed from other
nodes for a long period of time. As replicating the data
will increase consumption of resources, we propose a
technique for data relocation that optimizes the acces-
sibility of the data in the network. The two challenging
constraints for solving this problem are “limited sensor
lifetime” and “cost of data relocation”. We study both
centralized and distributed approaches for computing
accessibility of each node. Using extensive simulations,
we evaluate the performance of our techniques.

1 Introduction
There are two prevalent types of wireless sensor net-

work architectures:sink-basedandstorage-based. Sink-
based architectures have one or more dedicated sink
nodes, that are often resource-rich. However, failure of
the sink nodes can render the network useless even when
the other nodes in the network are functional. To design
for robustness against node failures, storage-based ar-
chitectures [1] have emerged that use in-network storage
and often do not have any dedicated sink nodes. Queries
for data are assumed to originate from any node in the
network. However, limited amount and fast depletion of
energy resources restrict information storage capability
of individual sensors. Furthermore, sensor nodes run the
risk of being unavailable to the rest of the network when
they exhaust the energy resources. Similarly, a sensor
node whose neighbors run out of energy is disconnected
from the network which again causes the stored data to
be unavailable. Hence, data must be moved to other lo-
cations to avoid loss of critical information before node
failures occur due to insufficient energy. Therefore,it is
desirable to have the data available to a large number
of sensors for long periods of time.

In literature, the data persistency problem in sensor
networks is studied from different perspectives. In [2]
and [3], replication of data to multiple locations is con-
sidered for enhancing data persistency. However, stor-
ing the data at multiple nodes consumes significant re-
sources that is not feasible for some applications. Fur-
thermore, the storage sensors should be frequently up-
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dated by the sensors collecting data, as new data arrives
and existing ones may become obsolete, which leads
to high network traffic. In contrast, this paper focuses
on smart relocation of a single copy of the data for in-
creased accessibility. The problem of information re-
trieval from a sink-based network, where node failures
occur, has been recently studied in [7]. Data is encoded
using a simple XOR based coding technique. Data en-
coding for later recovery during network failures is also
studied in [6]. On the other hand, in this paper we con-
sider a network without a dedicated sink and instead
focus on the problem of determining more suitable lo-
cations to improve data accessibility. Another related
problem is the maximization of network lifetime. In
[12], the objective is to maximize the time until the en-
ergy of the first battery in the network is depleted. Sim-
ilarly in [10], a distributed algorithm is proposed for the
problem of maximization of network lifetime based on
multi-commodity flow formulation. However, in a real
deployment, the network still remains capable of collect-
ing and storing information even after one or multiple
nodes have depleted battery energy.

Maximum data extraction (gathering) problem is
similar to the maximum lifetime problem in continu-
ous data-gathering sensor networks with the addition of
“data awareness” along with “energy awareness”. In [9],
the aim is to maximize the data collected by a single sta-
tionary sink from an energy-limited sensor network. In
[5], the study focuses on finding an efficient way for data
collection while maximizing the system lifetime. The
data gathering problem is also dealt with in [4] for which
the aim is to evenly distribute energy load in sensor net-
works with the use of base stations in local clusters. A
later study which addresses the data gathering problem
is presented in [8] with the objectives of minimization
of energy consumption and latency of data gathering.
However, this paper focuses on a different problem of
in-network data relocation to optimize its accessibility.

In this study, we introduce the problem of moving the
data of a node that is expected to get disconnected from
the rest of the network. A node’s disconnection from
the network is considered to be caused by the depletion
of its energy, or its neighbors’ energies, or both. Such
a situation is regarded as anemergency incidence. In
this paper, we assume that node failures occur only due
to battery drainage. Failures due to physical damage,



though critical in certain scenarios, are out of the scope
of this paper.

Our primary objective is to determine the most suit-
able node to relocate the data in an emergency incidence.
Such a node is expected to be highlyaccessibleto the
network and can provide its data for long periods of
time. However, “limited sensor lifetime” and “cost of
data relocation” are two challenging constraints and we
focus on the former constraint in this paper. To the best
of our knowledge, there are no prior solutions to this
problem in the literature. We seek to design efficient
and scalable solutions to the problem.

The contribution of this study is threefold. First, we
introduce a novel metric calledaccessibility, which cor-
responds to the capability of a node to make its data
more available to the rest of the network. This metric
captures the usefulness of storage-based networks even
after node failures occur in the network. Second, we pro-
vide both distributed and centralized approaches to com-
pute this metric. Finally, we evaluate the performance of
our techniques for large-scale networks and demonstrate
that our methods are scalable.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we first introduce the accessibility
metric. In Section 3, we focus on a challenging scalabil-
ity problem that restricts the calculation of accessibility
in a large network. We elaborate on the results of our
methods in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
paper with directions for future work.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Emergency Incidence
Emergency incidence corresponds to the time instant

when data loss is expected due to possible node failure.
Therefore, it is defined as the state when a node’s en-
ergy is below a certain amount. Equivalently, critically
low energy levels of the neighbors of a particular node
indicate that the node will be disconnected from the net-
work. The definition can be further extended to include
the energy levels of both the node and its neighbors in
the same formulation as well. We consider the defini-
tion of emergency incidence as a design choice and deal
with the more important problem of determining a more
suitable location where data lifetime can be extended.

The lifetime of a sensor is directly related with its
residual energy level, i.e., the more energy a node has,
the longer period of time its data survives. It should be
noted that we are not considering depletion of energy
due to consumption in packet transmissions. Taking that
into account is a much harder problem and we assume
that node survival times are linearly proportional to the
remaining energy levels. Furthermore, we assume that
all nodes deplete their energy at the same constant rate.

2.2 A Measure of Node Ranking:
Accessibility

Relocation of data to sensors that provide the best
persistency requires achieving two goals. First, data
should be available to a large number of nodes. Sec-
ond, nodes that need the data should have long periods
of connection (a path with alive nodes) to the node where
the data is stored. In order to meet these requirements,
a metric to measure how desirable a particular node is
to relay and store data needs to be determined. In this
paper, the concept ofaccessibilityis proposed as such a
measure, which takes into account the following issues.

• There is at least one path between two connected nodes.
Obviously, if the nodes are not neighbors, this path con-
sists of multiple hops. Furthermore, there can be more
than one such multihop path between a pair of nodes.

• The node with the least energy on a multihop path con-
stitutes thebottlenecknode of that path. The energy of
the bottleneck node is called thebottleneck energyof the
path.

• The lifetime of the connection between two nodes is pro-
portional to the bottleneck energy between them. If there
are multiple paths, then the lifetime is proportional to the
maximum bottleneck energy, i.e.,widest-path.

Before discussing theaccessibilityformally, utilizing
the above considerations we first define a term called
availability of a node to another node:

Definition 1: Availability (βm,n) of a nodem to another
noden is the maximum bottleneck energy over all paths
betweenm and n. In other words, it is the bottleneck
energy of the widest-path (the path with the largest bot-
tleneck energy) connectingm andn. If there is no path
fromm to n, βm,n = 0. By symmetry,βm,n = βn,m.

An illustration of availability is given in Figure 1(a).
βB,A is determined by considering the paths between
A andB and the individual energy levels of these two
nodes. NodesA and B have30 and 60 units of en-
ergy, respectively. NodeB can be available to nodeA
at most the period of time required to drain a battery
that has60 units of energy. Furthermore, by consid-
ering only the path between the two nodes throughC,
whose energy is15, node B’s availability to node A is
limited by 15 units, henceβB,A = 15. In addition, tak-
ing into account the alternative path throughD, which
is the widest-path,B’s availability toA is limited by20
instead of15, which makesβB,A = 20.

Utilizing the availability (β) discussion above, we
now define the totalaccessibilityof a node, which is a
metric associated with a particular node.

Definition 2: Accessibility (Ψ(n)) of a noden is the sum
of availabilities of all nodes in the network ton.
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Figure 1. a) Sample topology.b) Accessibility
tree of node A.

The general formula is given as follows:

Ψ(n) =
NX

i=1

βi,n (1)

whereβi,n is the availability of nodei to noden, andN
is the total number of nodes.

As an example, in Figure 1(a), the accessibility of
nodeA is the sum of the availabilities of all other nodes
to A. Hence,Ψ(A) = βA,A + βB,A + βC,A + βD,A =
30 + 20 + 15 + 20 = 85.

Note that the value ofΨ depends on two factors: the
number of nodes that have connection to a node and the
lifetime of individual connections. Apparently, increas-
ing these quantities improves the accessibility of that
node. Furthermore, since query generation events typ-
ically have exponential inter-arrival times, the expected
number of queries that a node receives is proportional to
the lifetime of individual connections. Hence, accessi-
bility of a node is directly related to the total query traffic
that it can receive while it is connected to the network.
However, this paper does not focus on query generation
events and instead we assume constant rate of query gen-
eration in the network.

In order to ease the presentation of the availability
calculation, we present the following definition.

Definition 3: Accessibility Tree of a noden is a tree such
that the path on the tree from a node ton is a widest-
path in the given topology. (Note that widest-paths are
not necessarily unique).

As an example, Figure 1(b) illustrates the accessi-
bility tree of nodeA for the topology of Figure 1(a).
A greedy algorithm similar to the Dijkstra’s algorithm
can be used to construct the Accessibility Tree for a
given noden. Initially only noden is in the tree with
βn,n = E(n), whereE(n) is the energy level ofn, and
all other nodes are assigned an availability value of 0.
The links incident onn are explored to possibly increase
the availability values of the neighboring nodes. At each
step, the node that is not in the tree and has the maximum
widest path estimate ton, is added to the computed tree,
and the incident links are explored to adjust the avail-
ability values of neighboring nodes.

Theorem 1: The greedy algorithm outlined above com-
putes an Accessability Tree for a given node.

Proof: Based on proof of Dijkstra’s algorithm. ¥

3 Methodology
Each node needs to advertise its bottleneck informa-

tion to the connected nodes to enable topology discov-
ery and computation of accessibility. Although the ac-
cessibility of a node represents the scope of data to the
network, calculation of a particular node’s accessibility
to the entire network is a challenging problem. Note
that, a brute-force technique would have a complexity of
O(n2), which is obviously not an efficient approach for
a large network; hence a scalable technique is needed.

One can think of applying a variety of approaches
based on packet delays in order to reduce the complex-
ity of accessibility calculation in a large network. For
instance, a node can delay sending the received bottle-
neck information of a node to its neighbors so that the
node does not have to resend an updated information.
This technique can decrease the number of packet trans-
missions to some extent, but still requires network-wide
packet transmissions.

As a remedy to the scalability problem in accessibil-
ity calculation, we propose an approach based on par-
titioning the network into a grid structure. Segmenta-
tion of the network can be achieved by distributing seg-
ment identification numbers (SID) to sensor nodes in
pre-deployment time. Alternatively, sensors can esti-
mate their coordinate information using a localization
scheme [11], or obtain it from a location service. Since
node localization is not the focus of this study, we elab-
orate on a network structure where nodes are assumed
to know their locations. With this information, sensor
nodes discover their individual SIDs. In our study, we
consider rectangular topologies, however our proposed
methods can be extended to other structures as well.

Figure 2 illustrates segmentation of a network into
rectangular areas. With a segmented network, the deter-
mination of accessibility is performed within each seg-
ment and the gathered accessibility information is sum-
marized over each segment separately in a distributed
way. Each segment has asegment-headthat coordi-
nates the exchange of accessibility values within the seg-
ment. For that reason, nodes periodically report their lo-
cal information, e.g., energy level, to the segment-head.
Following the accessibility calculation in each segment,
segment-heads communicate with each other to deter-
mine the relocation strategies.

Initially, one of the nodes with the highest energy is
pre-selected as a temporary segment-head for each seg-
ment. When the network is deployed, the node with
the largest accessibility within a segment is determined
by the temporary segment-head. Then, this node is se-
lected to be the permanent segment-head until its en-
ergy level becomes critically low. This choice reduces
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Figure 2. Grid segmentation of a network.
Darker nodes represent boundary nodes. Square-
embraced nodes are the segment-heads.

the number of segment-head changes when the energy
of the segment-head itself becomes low. The change
of the segment-head is performed centrally. When the
segment-head decides that its energy level is critically
low, it selects the node with the highest accessibility
within the segment as the new segment-head. Then,
a unicast “change of segment-head” (CSH) message
is sent to the new head which then starts running the
centralized algorithm. The CSH message includes the
neighborhood information and most recent energy lev-
els of the nodes in the segment. The new segment-head
broadcasts a short “segment-head advertisement” packet
(SHA) within the segment to inform segment nodes of
its identity.

3.1 Accessibility calculation within a
segment

In this section, we present a centralized approach to
be computed at the segment-head, followed by a dis-
tributed algorithm for computing the accessibility of
nodes within a segment.

1) Centralized accessibility calculation within a segment

In order to reduce the packet exchange traffic for fre-
quent accessibility calculations by the segment nodes,
we propose a centralized approach which utilizes exist-
ing spanning tree algorithms in the current literature.

Let G be a graph representing the current topology
of a network. Each edge(u, v) in G is assigned a cost
of c(u, v) = 1

min{E(u),E(v)} , whereE(u) is the energy
value ofu. In addition, letT be a spanning tree that
minimizes the total cost of the edges on the tree. Us-
ing Theorem 1, accessibility trees can be computed for
each individual node. The following theorem shows that
by carefully constructing a tree, all accessibility calcu-
lations can be confined to that tree, thus reducing the
computation complexity.

Theorem 2: If T is the least cost spanning tree ofG,
where c(u, v) = 1

min{E(u),E(v)} , βT
x,y = βG

x,y∀x,∀y,

whereβT
x,y is the availability ofx to y in T .

Proof: For the sake of contradiction let us assume that
for a specific pair of nodes(i, j), βT

i,j 6= βG
i,j . Let

<u1, u2, ...uk> be a widest-path inG from i to j, where

u1 = i and uk = j. Some links on this path must
be absent in the tree, otherwiseβT

x,y will be equal to
βG

x,y. Consider such a link(ul, ul+1). There is exactly
one path connectingul to ul+1 in T . The cost of all
links on that path inT must be at mostc(ul, ul+1), oth-
erwise the edge(ul, ul+1) can be added toT and any
other link on the resulting cycle can be removed caus-
ing a reduction in cost ofT , thus contradicting its op-
timality. Using the definition of the cost of a link, the
width (cost of bottleneck node) of the path inT connect-
ing ul andul+1 must be at leastmin{E(ul), E(ul+1)}.
Note that by definitionβG

i,j ≤ min{E(ul), E(ul+1)}
∀l ∈ (1, k − 1). Therefore, by concatenating the paths
from ul to ul+1, ∀l ∈ (1, k − 1) on the tree, we get a
trail on the tree whose width is at leastβG

i,j . Therefore
the path fromi to j on the tree, (obtained by removing
the loops in the trail), must have a width at leastβG

i,j ,
i.e,. βT

i,j ≥ βG
i,j . As T is a subgraph ofG, βT

i,j ≤ βG
i,j .

Therefore,βT
i,j = βG

i,j , contradicting our assumption.¥
For computing the accessibility of a nodev, per-

form a tree-traversal (breadth-first-search or depth-first-
search) onT starting atv. During the traversal keep
track of the widest-path fromv to the visited node and
the cumulative value of the availability to the visited
nodes. After completing the traversal, the final value
will represent the accessability ofv. The above steps are
repeated for each node to compute its accessability.

2) Distributed accessibility calculation within a segment

The distributed algorithm allows the nodes to com-
pute their accessibility information periodically by
broadcasting a special packet named as “Energy Adver-
tisement Packet” (EAP) in a segment. An EAP packet is
signed by the sender node’s local ID within the segment,
which is named as the “Packet Originator” (PO). As an
EAP packet travels through the segment over a path, the
current bottleneck of the path is stored in the packet’s
Be (bottleneck energy) field.

The pseudo code is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The
first time a node (i) receives an EAP from a PO, the
node compares its own energy withBe of EAP. If Be is
higher, the node updatesBe with its own energy, which
means this node is the bottleneck of the path fromPO
to itself. Now, nodei needs to forward this informa-
tion to its neighbors. However, in order to reduce the
number of EAPs created, nodei delays the transmission
of the packet. The first timei receives an EAP, a timer
is started. If the node receives different EAPs with the
samePO from its neighbors,i keeps updatingBe of this
EAP before transmission. If the timer expires,i trans-
mits the EAP to the neighbors. A new (late) EAP re-
ceived after expiry of the timer is transmitted separately.

Note that the reception of EAP allows the node to



E(i): energy of nodei, Be: bottleneck field of EAP,
SIDown: Segment ID of the segment thati is in,
SIDP O : Segment ID of the segment thatPO is in.

At node i:
01 LOOP
02 wait until an EAP received
03 if (i is PO) OR (SIDown != SIDP O)
04 discard packet
05 continue
06 if (first EAP from thisPO)
07 βP O,i ←min(Be, E(i))
08 starttimerP O // a unique timer forPO
09 else
10 if (βP O,i < min(Be, E(i)))
11 βP O,i ←min(Be, E(i))
12 if (timerP O expired) // late EAP
13 sendEAP (PO)// call sendEAP function
14 else
15 discard packet

Figure 3. Distributed Algorithm

sendEAP (PO)
01 create an EAP
02 Be of EAP← βP O,i

03 send EAP to all neighbors

Figure 4. sendEAP Function

learnβPO,i. In this way,i learns all the bottleneck infor-
mation from the connected nodes and therefore can cal-
culate its own accessibility. The algorithm of distributed
accessibility calculation of a noden, given in Figure 3,
utilizes thesendEAPfunction in Figure 4. Note that if
a timer expires for aPO, we assume thatsendEAPis
automatically called. In addition, note that the given al-
gorithm is loop-free which can be verified based on the
packet discarding actions at the lines 4 and 15.

3.2 Diffusion of accessibility through
segments

The previous section discussed the accessibility cal-
culation within segments. From a global point of view,
the part of the accessibility tree of a node that spreads
through the other segments has not been considered in
the calculation yet. Now, we present a technique for dif-
fusing the accessibility values among the segments.

We define the nodes within a segment that have
neighbors belonging to other segments asBoundary
Nodes(BN), e.g., darker nodes in Figure 2. Each BN has
the duty of summarizing the accessibility information of
its segment to the nodes in the neighboring segments.
Figure 5 presents the Neighbor Segment Summarization
(NSS) technique. In Figure 5(a), for the sake of illustra-
tion the whole topology is partitioned into two segments.
NodesA1, A2, B1, B2 are the BNs.

Note that BNsB1 and B2 have already calculated
their accessibility within segment II as explained in the
previous section. It is important to note that there can be
more than one BN (which are the neighbors of, say,B1)
in segment I. Therefore,B1 should choose a neighbor
BN with the largest energy, sayA1, to pass the sum-
marized information. However, ifB1 andB2 would di-
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Figure 5. Neighbor Segment Summarization
(NSS) Technique

rectly pass this information toA1 andA2, respectively,
the availability values of nodes that are common in ac-
cessibility trees ofB1 and B2 (e.g., nodeC in Fig-
ure 5(a)) would be passed twice. Hence, the nodes in
segment I (such asn) would compute an accessibility
value which is much higher than its global value. In or-
der to avoid the problem,B1 andB2 should construct
disjoint accessibility treeswithin segment II. Then, each
BN should calculate a partial accessibility value by only
considering the nodes in its own disjoint tree and pass
that to segment I. In Figure 5(a), the number of nodes in
the tree ofB1 (B2) is n1 (n2) and the partial accessibil-
ity value isa1 (a2).

While constructing these disjoint trees, to avoid ad-
ditional packet overhead, a special field in EAPs is set
by BNs. This enables intermediate nodes to distinguish
the EAPs of BNs and take actions in addition to the reg-
ular EAP handling. Upon receiving EAPs from differ-
ent BNs, a non-boundary node adds itself to the tree of
the BN for which it has the largest availability so that
the trees will be disjoint. For example, nodeC in Fig-
ure 5(a) receives EAPs from bothB1 andB2. If a wider-
path exists fromB1 toC (compared to the paths fromB2

to C), nodeC is added to the disjoint tree ofB1.
The process of accessibility summarization (from

segment II to I) is analogous to having two more nodes
(B′

1, B′
2) as shown in Figure 5(b), whose energies are

a1
n1

and a2
n2

. These energy values are passed toA1 and
A2, respectively, who transmit them within segment I.
As these values travel towards noden, the availability
βB′1,n will be updated. Then, noden addsn1×βB′1,n

andn2×βB′2,n to its accessibility sinceB′
1 andB′

2 rep-
resentn1 andn2 number of nodes, respectively.

3.3 Incorporating all segments into the
calculation

TheNSStechnique outlined in the previous section is
the basis for accessibility calculation in networks with
more than two segments. In this section,NSSis general-
ized to calculate the network-wide accessibility.

The structure of a network with a high number of
segments can be simplified by a grid network model.
That is, each segment is considered as a single node and
boundaries between neighbor segments are represented
by directed links as given in Figure 6.



(a) Network with 16 segments (b) Grid Network of 16 nodes

Figure 6. Grid Network Model

Recall that in theNSStechnique there are more than
one pair of neighbor BNs that are interacting. However,
the model in this section further simplifies the approach
by considering only a single representativesummariza-
tion valuebetween the segments. Assume that there are
m boundary nodesB1, . . . , Bm in Segment II in Fig-
ure 5. Furthermore, recall that the new nodes in Segment
I formed by summarizing nodes of Segment II usingNSS
as shown in Figure 5(b) are denoted byB′

i. Denoting the
energy of a boundary nodeAi by E(Ai), the availability
of B′

i to Ai is βB′i,Ai
= min(E(Ai), ai

ni
), whereni de-

notes the number of nodes thatB′
i represents in Segment

II. Using the valuesβB′i,Ai
for i = 1, . . . ,m, we discuss

three main schemes to calculate a single summarization
value from Segment II to I as follows:

• Scheme 1Average of partial availabilities:

EII,I =
1

m

mX

i=1

βB′i,Ai
(2)

• Scheme 2Maximum of partial availabilities:
EII,I = max(βB′i,Ai

), i = 1, . . . , m (3)

• Scheme 3Weighted sum of partial availabilities:

EII,I =

Pm
i=1(ni × βB′i,Ai

)
Pm

i=1 ni
(4)

Scheme 1 represents the summarization value from
segment II to I (as shown in Figure 5),EII,I , by the
average partial availabilities, while Scheme 2 uses the
maximum value. Scheme 3, on the other hand, consid-
ers the number of nodes in individual disjoint trees in
segment II and computes a weighted average.

The segment-heads keep the total number of nodes
in the disjoint trees of the neighbor segments, e.g., from
segment II to I:nII,I =

∑m
i=1 ni. After segment I deter-

mines the summarization value from neighbor segment
II, i.e., EII,I , and the total number of nodesnII,I , these
values are distributed to all other segment-heads. Each
segment-head stores the summarization values,Ei,j , and
alsoni,j values for all neighboring pairs of segmentsi
andj. These values are used to compute the availabil-
ities of individual segments to other segments, which
is explained next. Note that for two non-neighbor seg-
mentsi andj; Ei,j , Ej,i, ni,j , nj,i are all equal to zero.
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Figure 7. Calculation of the segment availability
on a path of segments.
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1) Calculation of inter-segment availabilities

Utilizing the above Ei,j and ni,j values, each
segment-head computes the widest-path from all other
segments to its own segment (on the grid structure),
which is similar to the availability calculation method
within a segment. As an example, consider Fig-
ure 7, where there are four segments (A, B, C, and
D). The availability of segmentD to A is, βD,A =
min(EB,A, EC,B , ED,C).

In order to reduce the complexity of the widest-path
computation, only the paths within the minimum bound-
ing rectangle (MBR) of two non-neighbor segments are
considered. For instance, in Figure 8, the MBR of seg-
ments2 and16 is highlighted. Note that a path which
is partially outside the MBR may exist. However, the
probability of such a path being the widest-path is small.
Note that a more complex algorithm can consider all
possible paths. However, for large networks with a large
number of segments, such algorithms can be computa-
tionally costly. Hence, MBR is proposed as a simple
and effective solution to determine the widest-path of
segments.

Considering the MBRs, each segment-head computes
the availability of other segments to its own segment (S)
and keeps these values in a matrix calledM . For a grid-
network with4×4 = 16 segments,M is a4×4 matrix.
The entrymi,j of matrixM is the availability of segment
SID(i, j) to S. By definition, the entry corresponding
to S in matrixM is zero (segment availability to itself).
This is due to the fact that the accessibility values within
the segment are already calculated.

Furthermore, the number of nodes that contribute to
the availability of segmentS in each segmentSID(i, j)
is stored in the entryti,j of another matrixT . For in-
stance, in Figure 8, from segmentSID(1, 2) = 2 to



segment 16, we havet1,2 = n2,3. Note that segment 3 is
neighbor of segment 2 on the path towards segment 16.

2) Finalizing accessibility calculation

Now, we discuss how the inter-segment availabilities
are contributed to the accessibility values of individual
nodes within a segment.

Method 1: Summation of Segment Availabilities

One simple approach is to add the inter-segment
availabilities that are found in matrixM , scaled by the
number of nodes in matrixT , to the locally computed
node accessibility values. This gives an estimation of
the global accessibility values in a segment as follows:

Ψ(n) =

NxX

i=1

NyX

j=1

ti,jmi,j + Ψlocal(n), (5)

whereΨlocal(n) is the local accessibility of a noden in
the segment andΨ(n) is the estimated global accessi-
bility of noden. Although this scheme provides a fairly
simple estimation, the segment availabilities in matrix
M should be compared with the energy levels of nodes
within S (which is taken care of by Method 2 below).
If the intermediate nodes withinS have lower energies
than ami,j value in M , the availability of the corre-
sponding segment, i.e., SID(i,j), should be updated with
these lower energy values. Hence, the summation ap-
proach outlined by Equation 5 provides an upper bound
on the estimated node accessibility values and this is val-
idated in the experimental results.

Method 2: Segment Grouping and Average Availabilities

In Method 2, all segments are included in different
groups according to the neighbor segment ofS that is
included in the widest-path towardsS. SinceS has
at most four neighbor segments, at most four groups
are formed. We can denote these groups asSk where
k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Figure 9(a) shows such a grouping for
segmentS = 6, and Figure 9(b) is a representation of
these groups. For instance, the widest-paths of segments
1, 2, 3 to segment6 pass through the neighbor segment
2 so that they form a group which is shown by number 2
in Figure 9(b) and groupS1 in Figure 9(c).

The sum of the availabilities of segments in each
groupSk is computed using the matricesM andT . This
sum is denoted byλk. Furthermore, the total number of
nodes that contribute to the availability of the segments
in each groupSk is denoted bynk. Then, similar to
NSStechnique, each groupSk is treated as a single node
(with energyEk = λk

nk
) and included as a new node in

segmentS. This is shown in Figure 9(c). This provides
updating the segment availabilities to individual nodes
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Figure 9. Grouping of segments according to
SIDs of neighbor segments. Segment 6 treats other
segments as single nodes after grouping them (c).
Neighbor segments are underlined in (a).

in S according to the local node energy levels, and more
accurate global accessibility estimation is achieved com-
pared to Method 1.

As the availability information of a new nodeSk

propagates towards intermediate nodes, the availability
should be scaled bynk sinceSk representsnk number of
nodes in its group and updated by the intermediate nodes
similar to theNSSapproach presented in Section 3.2.

4 Experimental Results
4.1 Experimental Setup

The network topologies used in the experimental
evaluations are formed by uniform distribution ofN
sensors with densityσ in a 400 × 400 unit2 field. Each
topology is divided into16 segments each with dimen-
sionsLxL, whereL = 100 units (σ = N

L2 ). Sensors
have disk-shaped communication ranges with radiusR.
Each node is assumed to receive all packets within its
communication range. Specific MAC layer protocols
are not considered. The focus of evaluation is on net-
work layer communication. When initializing the net-
work, random energy levels are assigned to nodes with
a maximum value ofEmax. We chooseEmax = 100
units in our simulations.

4.2 Global vs. Estimated Accessibility
This section presents our observations on how glob-

ally obtained values compare with the results of our
methods. First, the comparison is provided for the dif-
fusion of accessibility between two segments. Then, re-
sults for a network with16 segments are demonstrated.

1) Two Segments

In this section, a network of sizeLx2L, which has
two segments, is used for evaluation. Figure 10 presents
the comparison of global accessibility to the estimated
accessibility found by theNSStechnique. As shown in
Figure 5 in Section 3.2, the accessibility values in seg-
ment I are calculated using the local summary of seg-
ment II. Then, the accessibility value for each node in
segment I is calculated over the entire network globally
(without segmentation). Figure 10 validates that theNSS
technique estimates global results accurately.
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In Figure 11, the effects of node density and commu-
nication range on accessibility are demonstrated. Var-
ious densities are obtained by changing the number of
nodes in the topology (N = 10, 20, . . . , 100). Note
that a10-node network has a node densityσ = 0.0005
nodes/unit2 and a50-node network has a node density
σ = 0.0025 nodes/unit2. Furthermore, since neigh-
borhood relationship and connectivity patterns are af-
fected by the communication rangeR, we use various
values ofR to observe its effects on accessibility values
(R = 30, 40, . . . 80). Due to the random sensor deploy-
ment in each scenario, average results are obtained for
1000 topologies of sizeLx2L with two segments.

The effects ofR andσ on the accessibility calcula-
tion lead to various levels of accuracy, which is illus-
trated in Figure 11. The increase in node densityσ sug-
gests an initial increase in error, however, the amount of
this error then stabilizes.The stabilization shows that
our scheme is no more affected by the increase in the
number of nodes, hence it is scalable with the change in
node density.In general, the stabilization in percent er-
ror occurs at larger node densities for scenarios where a
smallerR is used. Moreover, the stabilized percent error
value is smaller for largerR. These results show that the
scheme is more scalable for networks that have larger
communication ranges.

2) Higher Number of Segments

In this section, we investigated the accuracy of
the three accessibility diffusion schemes as explained
in Section 3.3, namely the “Mean”, “Weighted”, and
“Max” schemes. Furthermore, the results of the
two methods presented in Section 3.3 for using inter-
segment availabilities in node accessibility calculations
are provided.

Figure 12(a) presents the results of Mean Scheme for
node accessibility values. The node indices in a ran-
domly chosen segment is shown in the x-axis. As can be
observed, using the mean of partial availabilities to rep-
resent inter-segment availabilities produces smaller ac-
cessibility values for most of the nodes in the segment.
This suggests that such nodes in fact have wider paths
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Figure 11. The effect ofR andσ for 2 segments.

towards other segments. Hence, the Mean Scheme un-
derestimates the true global accessibility values.

In Figure 12(b), accessibility results for the Max
Scheme are presented. In contrast to the Mean Scheme,
the computed values are noticeably larger than the true
global node accessibility for most of the nodes. In fact,
nodes may not have paths to the boundaries or the paths
towards individual nodes may have smaller bottlenecks.
Hence, choosing the boundary node with the largest
inter-segment availability over-estimates inter-segment
availabilities.

The results for the Weighted Scheme are presented
in Figure 12(c). This figure illustrates higher accuracy
in computed accessibility values compared to the Mean
and Max Schemes. This improvement can be attributed
to the fact that the Weighted Scheme considers the dis-
joint partial trees of BNs in a boundary and assigns
weights to their availabilities proportional to the num-
ber of nodes they represent.

Figures 12(a), 12(b), and 12(c) also show the perfor-
mance of Method 1, as presented in Section 3.3, which
adds the segment availabilities to local node accessibil-
ity values to compute global accessibility of nodes. As
can be observed in these figures, this method provides
upper bound values for the Mean, Max, and Weighted
schemes, which is mentioned in Section 3.3-2. Since
segment availabilities are updated and can only be re-
duced by the path bottlenecks within segments, a plain
summation of segment availabilities ignores such effects
and provides an upper bound value.

Figure 13 illustrates the average percent error in ac-
cessibility calculations for all nodes over 16 segments.
Average results of20 random topologies are provided.
The number of nodes in the simulations is varied from
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Figure 13. The effect ofR andσ for 16 segments.
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(c) Scheme 3: Weighted

Figure 12. Global vs. estimated accessibilities in a segment for a network with16 segments.

N = 240 to N = 800 with increments of80. These val-
ues correspond to the rangesN = 30, 40, . . . , 100 for a
network with two segments. Note that this choice of the
number of nodes for 16 segments keeps the node den-
sity and the network connectivity patterns similar to the
two-segment-topologies. Furthermore, communication
range values are chosen asR = 60, 70, 80. Figure 13
demonstrates that error around10 % occurs regardless
of the increase in the number of nodes for all commu-
nication ranges. Despite the calculation of accessibility
over16 segments instead of2, the percent error is only
slightly increased from8% to 10%. This shows that the
proposed technique of summarizing segment availabili-
ties is a scalable method despite the increase in the num-
ber of segments and node density.

5 Conclusion
Due to fast depletion of energy resources in a sensor

network, stored data run the risk of being inaccessible to
the rest of the network. In this study, we introduce a new
metric called “accessibility”, which is a measure of the
total amount of time that nodes have access to the data.
Instead of data replication, we propose to relocate the
data of sensors with critically low energy resources to
other nodes in the network with higher accessibility val-
ues. Since accessibility calculation requires global in-
formation about the network, scalability is a challenging
issue when large networks are considered. We address
this problem by partitioning the network into segments
and provide both centralized and distributed approaches
to calculate accessibility within segments. Furthermore,
we propose an effective method to summarize the in-
formation gathered from network segments to compute
network-wide node accessibility values.

As part of future work, we are investigating tech-
niques for data relocation while considering additional
practical constraints such as limited storage space, and
failure rate of nodes due to reasons other than battery
drainage. We also plan to extend our work to consider
data moving costs and a more detailed modeling of data

load due to network’s data traffic. Furthermore, a more
general case in which nodes consume their energy in un-
equal rates is a topic of future research.
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